C A N N A B I S S U P P LY C H A I N M A N A G E M E N T

Giving Cannabis operators confidence to maximize yields,
align to market demand while remaining compliant
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SOLUTIONS
PLANNING

ANALYTICS

Predictive analytics to help forecast strain
demand, capacity, materials and workforce
planning.

Configurable and easy-to-use, real-time reporting
engine to analyze all data throughout your entire
organization.

SUPPLY CHAIN

AUTOMATION

Includes Inventory management, Service Level
management, Vendor management, Facilities
management, distribute labor costs across the entire supply
chain.

Automated, predefined industry leading
workflows to keep your organization
compliant and efficient.

F E AT U R E S
Manage available and upcoming inventory and create
a direct line communication between distributors and
salespeople

Track and manage compliance risks and
controls in a single repository for auditors to
access remotely

Single system of record to integrate all critical
data in one place

Intuitive interfaces for all levels of roles in the
organization

Dashboards to visualize the entire supply
chain

Mobile optimized, browser-enabled, mobile
first design methodology

Integrations with most open API systems, including
accounting, inventory & POS software

SMS and other customizable, organization-wide
notifications

Built-in, multi-license compliance with state
programs

Department of Defense-level encryption
and security
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

I N D U S T R Y PA I N P O I N T S
+
INABILITY TO TRACK
COST OF GOODS SOLD

+
UNABLE TO MEET
MARKET DEMAND

+
LACK OF
AUTOMATION

=
INABILITY TO MANAGE
INVENTORY TRACKING

INABILITY TO
TRACK TRUE
COST PER GRAM

Regrow provides metrics and automation that grow operators need to make educated planning decisions to meet market
demand, manage inventory and remain compliant.

I N T E G R AT E D S O L U T I O N
THREE MAIN FOCUS AREAS:
1

Help cannabis operators with cultivation planning, inventory tracking and workforce
management.

2

Predict inventory needs, raw materials, product packaging and Bill of Materials requirements needed to meet forecasted business demands.

3

Scale while increasing profit margins and maintaining compliance.

GIVING YOU THE CONFIDENCE
TO GET BACK TO GROWING
Cannabis operators can expect Regrow’s data-driven planning tools to help:
Better predict yields
Automate tasks & increase efficiency
Maintain compliance with regulations
Avoiding fines and loss of Licenses
Improve margins
Manage workforce and vendors
Manage inventory to avoid
shortages and overstock
Agility to consistently improve
yields from harvests

Be prepared for the unexpected with
more accurate planning & forecasting
Recipe Management
Grow Task Management
Crop scheduling
License tracking
Room scheduling
Front-line worker app
Compliance event tracking

ABOUT

Regrow is a supply chain management platform designed specifically for the cannabis industry. Implementing Regrow’s
powerful platform provides operators with usable metrics and predictive analytics to automate tasks, reduce costs, avoid
supply shortages, increase revenue, and reduce risk. We’re bringing best-in-class tech and services to this burgeoning yet
complicated supply chain.

Contact us today to schedule a demo: info@regrow.io

